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About This Game

In the Story mode you need to get to the shelter whatever it takes, overcoming thirst and hunger, difficulties of moral choice and
different unpleasant surprises along the way. But with every killed zombie, found weapons and met survivors, you become

stronger and stronger.

Survival mode it’s a real challenge. During the day you build the shelter, fortifications, mine resources, supply the group with
fresh meat, trade and go to raids around the area. And at night you have to wait for guests – noisy, stinky and aggressive. It’s

important to prepare competently for the meeting. How long you can last?

Key features:

 2 modes: Story and Survival

 more than 40 types of weapon

 groups up to 8 characters

 own shelter with various buildings, traps and defensive fortifications

 transport (vehicle), can be upgraded to real zombie-killer machine
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 specializations and improved features of characters

 mining and exchange of found/looted items with other survivors or traders.

In addition to survival, the goal of every day is provide food to yourself and your group, or tomorrow won’t come. Attack
marauders or civilians, throw comrades in trouble or intercede for them – other people's lives are in your hands.
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Title: Zombie Forest 2
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alexander Tavintsev
Publisher:
Alexander Tavintsev
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 - 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Russian
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Relaxing and beautiful minutes.. ADD \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING FULLSCREEN IN THE GAME
. Not sure why this has so many bad reviews, the only two things I can see with flaws and could use an improvement on would
be turning objects and every generation of breeding animals have a star level to max them out. I have enjoyed all the other
aspects of the game.. A decent, well-designed game, though unpolished and somewhat clunky. There's a game with a lot of heart
here, despite common minor glitches. It's worth getting it on sale if you're patient enough to handle the controls.. very fun and
enjoyable farm sim, focusing on adventure and making friends. the game gets better and better with every update!. Great game,
with very good music. Has many hours worth of gameplay for the price. Only 1$! Really. It's a good well-developed game.
I recommend. For any fan of Sci-Fi and space battle games.
The visual style works well for the game and it has a really appealing design, especially the space looks very good.
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I have played this game thru 3 times, each time has been different and I have found things that I missed during my other games.
I really liked the storyline and the game play. But i dont like that the babies dont grow up. It does need a few more quests, like
side quests after the main story is over, There are objects in the game that I have found no purpose for, but im assuming that
those quests are coming, like Django recipe book or the air compressor. You guys are doing a great job on this game and I hope
that it keeps improving. how about letting us venture out into other areas of the world. Just ideas but I love this game, Ill
probably play it thru again. LEGO Indiana Jones is a classic LEGO game from what I consider the golden era (2004-2010). I
played this game for hours on end before I purchased it on Steam after my original copy stopped working.

First of all, I'm going to get my complaints out of the way. I encountered a game breaking glitch on the Cairo level, where the
camera was forced into a cinematic. When it panned back to Indiana Jones, he was stuck in the floor, forcing me to restart the
level. Other than that, my playthrough was relatively bug-free, which is surprising for a LEGO game. In all honesty, I feel like
this game aged better than other LEGO games of it's time, but that doesn't mean it's without it's issues. I won't go into too much
detail, though, as this was made in 2008.

Onto the positives, I love how they handled the game. The Indiana Jones franchise isn't for kids, but this game sugarcoats it to
the point where kids can still enjoy it and get a few laughs and adults can still point out similarities to the original movies. The
level design is fun, and adds a lot of unique elements, but it can be frustrating on occasion as some levels drag on. As with most
LEGO games, there's plenty of content to go through after beating the campaign, including some bonus levels and characters.

Overall, I would say this is worth the buy on sale while it goes for $5. It's a bit outdated to buy at full price, but it's a steal on
sale.. i like the game wondering when the other nights after night 2 will be added. What can I say about Penarium?

I was going to criticise it for being short. It is short, but it's exactly as long as it needs to be. There's something to be said for a
game that can be completed in a single sitting, and never feel repetitive or like it's dragging its feet.

I was going to criticise it for being simple. It is simple, but its simplicity is elegant. The combinations of its approximately 15
traps make for some beautifully intense and varied gameplay.

I was going to criticise it for playing like a bonus challenge minigame at the end of a more fleshed-out game. It is reminiscent of
a bonus challenge minigame, but unlike such games, it's well-designed, balanced, clever, and difficult to master.

So now, given the satisfying, challenging gameplay, beautifully realised pixel-art, and surprisingly engrossing setting and
characters, I'm left with only one complaint:

Why is it that a rolling rock that could (and often will) crush me in an instant, does not crush the barrels I'm supposed to
break!?. it a good game way to wave based not for me. I've played a lot of RPG's made with RPG maker and made many
personal projects. However I cannot recommend this game to anyone.

Firstly, you cannot get 100% achievement without modifying a map to get the sales achievement.

Secondly, it is buggy on other achievements

Thirdly, there is no explaination as to what you can do. Sometimes you can kill a monster, then see the same monster sprite on
another map and you will die from it without harming it. Item descriptions are just icons, and there is no real explaination of
what you are trying to accomplish and how to progress through the mazes. I don't paticularly enjoy games where you brutalise
the enter key on the hopes of striking an event.

Artwork however was not too risque, but well drawn.

If you do intend to play this game, make use of every save slot so that you can recover from bugs or bad design decisions in the
event of getting stuck.. Short version: It's a good game with atmosphere, great story and interesting puzzles.

Long version:
I'm not used to point and click games, so controls made me unconfortable at start, but after a few minuts it was ok, it need only
a bit of training and patience. And it's worth it - this game has really great atmosphere. You are talking on this abandoned
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spaceship and feel that something might happen just around next corner. And often it does. It's also a puzzle game - it tests your
skills in many ways. I didn't like fighting with enemy robots but fortunetaly most of them can be killed with minigame which by
the way is also very interesting (and difficult). RPG part of the game is rather simple and it might not be enough for hardcore
rpg gamers, but is decent and a skill tree is quite smart and interesting. I would say that it's a great game for players that usually
don't play rpg.

Pros:
- great atmosphere and music
- interesting story with some surprises, there are also many notes or mails which enriches the story, for example love affair plot
- many, many features like mini-games, skill developing, puzzles, and other small things
- easy but yet challenging rpg system
- you can skip boring parts of fighting with mini-game

Cons:
- You need some training to use movement
- It's a bit too dark as for my taste, not everywhere it's because of atmosphere
- Well, it's quite difficult, don't even try Expert mode - you will die quickly, but I guess it could be a Pro for some people
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